
The cotton veil of night covered the oceanic waves of 

Turquoise ripples and golden feathers. Which refused to 

Be motionless and flew upwards casting illuminated 

Shadows downwards.  

 

The sky now a veil coated in the blooming stars of the distant future, 

 lights the melodies played through the 

Angel's trumpets that lay all around. 

 

Elpenor, captivated by the melodies, stumbles around weightlessly, 

 a blood drenched with toxins. 

A disorganised brain that tries to burn all the remains of 

Crimes that grew from the same seeds of crimson as 

The Malus coronaria. 

 

The directions of the angel's melodies led him afar 

From his crew, from his mind, from memories that gifted him with a bewildering sense of 

Eremophobia, with every step, strengthens the flame. 

A light which will only exist in the nourctal silence 

Of one's hallowed and devoured belonging. 

 

His feet cast behind him the gradient remains of a gentle soul,  

not fit for the violent attentive eyes of war 

Elevated by the sorrowful weight that finally departs himself, 

Blissfully, intoxicated with divine melodies, his eyes widen 

The moon cascades down with flowing admiration of the sounds that fill the atmosphere. 

 

Fluttering out his last breath, he stares nostalgically at the waves, a ocean of strange sequences 

emerge suddenly in his mind, a sharp pain strikes all his remains, 

 

"A herioc tale is not in my faith. I long to be away from all these events, actions, emotions all 

intertwined to complete a weave that will forever be dishonestly spoken." 



A eternal paracosmic sleep awaits his withering eyes, as the melodies lighten and float, a clear 

smoke washes out the island of a life, taken by caim rays. 

Transformed, in the depths of his inner mind, a nyctophiliac moth drowned in the colours of the 

pastel sunsets that filled his childhood. Wings, open and balters through the night, visiting every 

orchestra held by the night scented flowers that give him this new life. 


